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ABSTRACT
Inclusive and semi-inclusive cross-sections for production of pions, kaons, and protons in

Si+Al, Si+Cu, and Si+Au collisions, measured at the nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass rapidity
are presented. The functional forms of the spectra are discussed. The centrality dependence
of the inverse mi slopes is shown. Deviations in the spectra from pure exponeatial-mx dis-
tributions are discussed. The effects of resonance decays on the shape of the pion spectra are
studied using previously measured p-p data, Si+Al data from E802, and the ARC model.

1. Introduction
The first measurements of particle spectra in Si+A collisions at the AGS1 showed that

the invariant cross-sections for proton production at fixed rapidity were poorly fit by expo-
nential functions in the transverse momentum, pj., and were better fit by exponentials in
the transverse mass,

Ea*<r/dp3 = A • €

where m i is defined m±. = \jp\ + m2. This result is consistent with measurements of
proton spectra in p-p collisions at similar energies,2 though the value for the inverse slope,
T, obtained from the Si+A proton spectra are between 50 and 100 MeV larger than those
obtained from the p-p proton spectra, depending on the target mass and centrality of the
Si+A collisions. It is much more difficult to determine which form, e~p^Tot e~mj-^T, fits
pion and kaon spectra better, but it is generally assumed that the e~m^T form for transverse
spectra is applicable for all particles. The e~m±fT function is similar to the Boltzmann
distribution, which at fixed rapidity has the form

EcPa/dp* = A • mJ.e-<WJ--m>'Ts.

TLe two distributions provide nearly identical fits to the previously available data, though
the T values obtained differ dramatically.1

This paper will show results of recent analyses that use the full complement of E802
particle identification detectors to extend the range of the p± spectra. It will examine the
centrality dependence of the inverse slopes obtained by fitting semi-inclusive cross-sections

313 mm.
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Fig. 1: The acceptance in p± (ordinate) and rapidity (abscissa) for the CC. The intervals on the bottom
indicate the rapidity coverage used for the main-spectrometer data points included in the spectra.

to t~m*-lT functions. It will show results from a more detailed investigation of the functional
forms of the presented spectra, and will discuss resonance decay effects on the shape of the
pion spectra. The ultimate goal of this study, not fully realized here, is to determine the
mechanisms/effects responsible for determining the shape and centrality dependence of the
Px spectra for the various particles.

2. Experimental Details
Experiment E802 was designed to allow measurement of particle spectra over a large

range of momenta using a combination of time-of-flight (TOF) and Cherenkov particle iden-
tification (PID) detectors.3 The first E802 data used only TOF PID which allowed ir/K/p
separation up to momenta of 2.2 GeV/c. Preliminary cross-sections using particles identified
with the Cherenkov Complex (CC), which allows ir/K/p separation up to 8 GeV/c and 7r/p
separation up to the beam momentum, were presented at Quark-Matter '91.4 These data
cover only a limited rapidity region near the nucleon-nucleon (N-N) center-of-xnass rapidity
(ynn) due to the small aperture (1 mSrad) of the CC. The CC acceptance is shown in Fig. 1
along with typical y-px regions from which the main spectrometer data have been obtained.
The main spectrometer data now include the E802 segmented Gas Cherenkov counter in
the PID analysis and provide overlap with the CC acceptance. To limit the shift in the CC
rapidity coverage for pions and protons at low p± to less than 0.2 units, only data points
with px > 0.8 GeV/c are used.

The inclusive cross-sections have been normalized by the beam flux measured in the
E802 beam counting system and have been corrected for decay, multiple scattering losses,
and hadronic absorption in the spectrometer and the CC (see Jtef. 5 for details). The
contributions of target-out backgrounds to the particle production cross-sections have been
measured and were found to be negligible. The normalization of the main spectrometer
and CC data were determined independently and from different data samples. Where they
overlap, the CC and main-spectrometer cross-sections differ by typically less than 5%. The
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Fig. 2: mi dependence of Si+AI, Au inclusive cross-sections. The lines show the results of exponential m i
fits.

CC 7r+ and n~ spectra have the same normalization and shape within errors so they are
averaged and referred to as IT spectra. All main-spectrometer pion spectra shown were
obtained from positive pions. The semi-inclusive spectra presented in this paper have been
gated on the energy in the E802 zero-degree calorimeter (ZCAL), which accepts particles
within a 1.5° cone around the beam axis and primarily measures the kinetic energy in
projectile spectator nucleons. The calorimeter energy resolution, 6E as 0.7by/E, is much
smaller than the width of the typical ZCAL energy window (100 GeV), even at the maximum
ZCAL energy of 382 GeV.

3. Inclusive Cross-sections

Figure 2 shows inclusive cross-sections for v, K*, and proton production in Si-f Al and
Si+Au collisions as a function of mj. (see Ref. 5 for a comparison of p x and m± spectra).
The kinematic limits for production of the various particles in p-p collisions are shown on
the bottom axes. The spectra for all four particles appear to be well described by e~m±^T

distributions with values for the inverse slope, T, shown on the figure. No change in shape
is seen near the N-N kinematic limits, even for the protons whose spectra extend 0.5 GeV/c
in p i beyond the kinematic limits. It is not surprising that there are particles beyond the
kinematic limits since multiple scattering of the incident nucleons or secondary rescattering
can push particles out in p±. However, it is not a priori obvious that the scale for these
effects should be the same as the scale(s) responsible for determining the shape of the spectra
at low px as suggested by the pure e~mj-/T dependence of the spectra.
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Fig. 3: Zero-degree calorimeter distributions for Ai, Cu, and Au targets.

4. Centrality dependence of rn± inverse slopes
The data presented in the previous section show that the transverse spectra for parti-

cles produced in inclusive Si+A collisions at AGS energies are generally well described by
e-mj./r distributions over the entire mi range. Assuming this to be universally true, we will
investigate the dependence of the inverse slopes (T) on the centrality of the collisions. For
this analysis, only the CC data points were used to prevent slight normalization differences
between the CC and main-spectrometer cross-sections from distorting the fits. The spectra
were fit with MINUIT6 using a x2 equivalent form for the Poisson likelihood function,7 and
the errors in the parameters were obtained directly from the x2 contours. The systematic
errors in the inverse slopes between different targets and different centrality bins for a given
particle are expected to be smaller than the fit errors since the data for all targets were taken
at the same magnetic field and within a contiguous running period. Systematic errors on in-
verse slopes between different particle types are estimated to be of order 3-4 MeV due to the
slight differences in rapidity coverage of the CC and differences in the detector acceptance
corrections for different particles.

The cross-sections, d<r/dEzcAL? obtained using the ES02 minimum-bias INT trigger, are
shown in Fig. 3 for the three targets. Less energy in the ZCAL implies fewer spectators
and; thus, more central collisions. The ZCAL energy intervals for which the semi-inclusive
cross-sections were determined are indicated in Fig. 3. We chose to use three bins for each
target with each bin containing w 1/3 of the statistics for a given target. An additional bin
was added for Si+AI and Si+Au collisions to select extremely peripheral events (partially

Collision Type

p-p inclusive

p-Be inclusive

Si+AI Peripheral

Tt T (MeV)

145 ± 8
142 ±1
146 ±2

K+ T (MeV)

165 ± 37
152 ± 13
138 ± 11

proton T (MeV)

155 ± 10
151 ±3
164 ± 3

Table 1: Comparison of inverse slopes from p-p collisions and peripheral Si+AI collisions.
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Fig. 4: Semi-inclusive pion and proton yields for central Si+Al and Si+Au Collisions
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Fig. 5: Dependence of inverse mj. slopeB for Si-f A collisions on ZCAL energy.

overlaps the most peripheral of the larger bins). Table 1 compares the slopes obtained in the
most peripheral Si+Al bin to slopes measured at ynn in p-p collisions at 12 GeV/c incident
momenta.2 The peripheral 3i+Al slopes compare very well to the p-p data and to our own p-
Be data,8 although the proton slope is high by 10 MeV. This 10 MeV difference is consistent
with a naive estimate of the effect of the Fermi motion of the incident nucleons on the final
proton slope.

As examples of the semi-inclusive results, the pion and proton yields from the Si+Al and
Si+Au central ZCAL bins are shown in Fig. 4 as functions of mj.. Aside from differences in
the slopes the spectra are similar in form to the inclusive spectra shown above though the
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Fig. 6: Probability (density) for a participant projectile nucleon to suffer J/part collisions in four Si+Au
centrality bins.

protons show clear deviation from exponential dependence when plotted vs m±. This will
be discussed further in the next section. The T values obtained from the fits to the semi-
inclusive yields for TT, K+, and proton production are shown in Fig. 5. For all three targets
and all three particles, T increases with increasing collision centrality. The protons show
the largest change in slope, with a maximum variation between peripheral Si+Al collisions
and central Si+Au collisions of 40 MeV. The pions also show non-negligible change, with T
changing by 25 MeV between the same extremes.

The increase of the inverse mj. slopes with increasing centrality makes intuitive sense,
since at smaller impact parameters the incident nucleons undergo more primary scatterings.
The multiple scattering of the incident nucleons may increase the RMS p i of the proton
fragmentation products and will increase the amount of energy lost by the incident projectile
nucleons in the target (see Ref. 9 and data presented in this workshop10), some fraction of
which may then show up in increased {mx) of produced particles.

The relationship between nuclear overlap (i.e. EZCAL ) and the number of primary colli-
sions suffered by projectile nucleons can be determined from nuclear geometry in the Glauber
approximation. In the Glauber approximation, a projectile nucleon a distance r i from the
center of the target nucleus in the plane perpendicular to the incoming nucleon, suffers, on
average, v collisions, where v is given by

f+oo
= <rNN • T ( r i ) = crNN • I dzp(z,rx),

J—oo

where <TNN *S the N-N interaction cross-section and p(z,ix) is the target nuclear matter den-
sity expressed in impact-parameter (cylindrical) coordinates. Wood-Saxon density functions
are used for this analysis with the parameters either taken directly from scattering measure-
ments or parameterizations of the nuclear RMS radii and surface thicknesses. When using
the Glauber approximation, one usually assumes that the distribution of the actual number
of collisions is given given by the Poisson distribution, so that the probability for a nucleon
to be a spectator (i.e. to suffer no collisions) is Ptpec{v) — e~p. In collisions using projectile
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Fig. 7: Dependence of inverse mj. slopes on mean number of collisions suffered by participating projectile
nucleons, Pp a r t .

nuclei, the projectile nucleons are themselves distributed over rj. for a given collision impact
parameter (b). The average number of spectator nucleons can be calculated as a function
of b by averaging Ptpec{v) over the distribution of r± values. Similarly, for a given b, the
distribution of v values, corresponding to the distribution of the projectile nucleons over
i±, can be obtained. By correlating the impact parameter dependence of the number of
spectators and the distribution of v values, we can obtain for a given ZCAL energy bin, the
distribution of the mean number of collisions, v, suffered by projectile nucleons in events
satisfying the EZCAL cuts. If we weight this average by the probability that each nucleon in-
teracts at least once, we obtain vptxt, the mean number of collisions suffered by participating
projectile nucleons. Fig. 6 shows vpart distributions calculated for the Si+Au EZCAL bins.
From the distribution for each EZCAL bin, we obtain one number, vpaTt, the mean number
of collisions suffered by all participating nucleons for events falling into the given bin. Since
these numbers are obtained by direct calculation and not from an event generator, there are
no statistical errors associated with the obtained vptIt values. The systematic error in the
values of Upart, resulting from uncertainties in the correlation between the theoretical and
experimental EZCAL gates, are estimated to be ±0.2.

The inverse mj. slope parameters for TT, K+, and protons are shown in Fig. 7 as a function
of i?part, with data from all three targets combined. The inverse slopes for all three particles
increase for small values of Ppart and then saturate. The pion T values for all three targets
seem to follow the same curve, which suggests that the inverse slopes of the mid-rapidity
pion spectra depend only on the mean thickness of the target at a given impact parameter
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and not on the actual target size itself. This result may not be too surprising since the main
effect of target spectator matter will be in rescattering of secondaries at low rapidity. The
proton slopes for different targets follow slightly different curves. This may result from the
fact that the averages are obtained from rather broad distributions (see Fig. 6), and the
protons will likely be most sensitive to the shape of the i/pait distribution.

The trends shown by all three particles are consistent with a picture of a Hagedorn limit-
ing temperature.11'12 The predicted limiting temperature is « 160 MeV, but this prediction
assumes Boltzmann distributions for the particle spectra. The Boltzmann distribution pro-
vides poorer fits to the measured pion spectra, but, for reference, the temperature obtained
by fitting the central Si+Au pion spectrum to the Boltzmann form is 144 ± 2 MeV. This
temperature is much lower than the limiting temperature, but, as will be discussed below,
the pion spectra are significantly affected by resonance decays which may alter the shape of
the spectrum. The protons will be affected by the primary multiple scattering and, thus,
may have slopes higher than the limiting temperature. The kaons, on the other hand, are
less affected by resonance decays than pions and should also be less affected by the primary
multiple scattering of the incident nucleons. The temperature obtained from a Boltzmann
fit to the central Si-f Au K+ spectrum is 165 ± 6 MeV, consistent with the predicted limiting
temperature.

The saturation of the inverse slopes, or correspondingly, the (p±) or (m±) values with
increasing centrality is also consistent with hydrodynamical model calculations,34 though the
applicability of these calculations at AGS energies is unclear as they assume pure longitudinal
expansion before freeze-out. A similar effect to that shown here has been seen in heavy-ion
collisions at CERN by the HELIOS collaboration,13 though only in different centrality bias
for a single target.

5. Deviations from Exponential-mi behavior
As noted in the previous section, the semi-inclusive yields for proton production in the

most central EZCAL bins for Si-)-Al and Si+Au collisions show marked departure from pure
e-mj./T (jeperi(jeilCe, These data are shown again in Fig. 8 with the mj. — m range restricted
to highlight the effect. The solid line shows the extrapolation of the €~mj-!T fit to the high-
mj_ data points. The deviation becomes significant at mj. - m « 0.35 GeV or px « 0.95.
At lower m i values the proton yield lies below the extrapolation from the high-mx data.
This observation is consistent with the fact that e~mx^T fits to the main-spectrometer data
produce inverse slope values which are between 30 and 40 MeV higher than those obtained
using the higher-px data. The deviation of the proton points from the high-mx extrapolation
might suggest that a Boltzmann distribution would better fit the data. Figure 8 shows the
extrapolation of the e~mx^T and Boltzmann fits that were obtained using the higher-nix data
points. The difference between the two extrapolations is rather small because the leading

factor in the Boltzmann distribution, which normally makes the most difference at small
, approaches 0.938 GeV as px approaches zero. The Boltzmann distribution is closer to

the data than the e~m±^T form, but it still does not provide an adequate description of the
spectrum.

If the proton spectrum cannot be explained by a distribution with a single scale param-
eter, then the discussion in Section 2 regarding the shape of the proton spectrum beyond
the kinematic limit may be no longer relevant. More specifically, if the slope of the pro-
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Fig. 8: Si+Al and Si+Au proton spectra at ynn- Lines indicate the extrapolation of exponential-mj. and
Boltzmann fits obtained using high-mx data points.

ton distribution changes at high-px (change occurs around px= 0.95 GeV/c), then different
mechanisms may be responsible for the shape of the low-px and high-px components of the
proton spectrum. For example, the multiple N-N scatterings during the initial stages of the
collision should increase the (px) of the protons. This multiple scattering could produce the
observed effect by shifting the "intrinsic" proton mx spectrum (i.e. the spectrum obtained
if multiple-scattering had no affect on the colliding nucleon mx) out to higher mx values.
The inverse slope obtained from the high-mx data might, then, characterize the intrinsic
proton mx distribution while the (mx) would also include the effects of the proton multiple-
scattering. Of course, there are other effects including hydrodynamic flow that can alter the
shape of transverse spectra and provide a second scale parameter. The difficulty will be in
sorting out the relative importance of the various contributions.

As discussed in this conference, the pion spectra also show deviations from e~m±/T be-
havior at low mx — m values.10 Over the remainder of the entire pion spectrum, there are
no substantial deviations from e~m±^T behavior. However, in spite of this seeming regularity
beyond the low-mx — m region, the pion spectra may be the most difficult to understand
because of the significant contributions of resonances decays. Baryon resonance (A and N)
decays effect the pion spectra at low mx where they show deviations from e~mx^T behavior
because of the small decay q-values and the small m f / m i mass ratio.16 Decay kinematics
require that the effects of the resonance decays on the pion spectra must necessarily depend
on the rapidity interval over which the spectra were measured and on the rapidity distri-
bution of the resonances themselves, and thus, on the centraiity of the collisions. The next
section will discuss this complicated topic further using experimental data from p-p collisions
to provide guidance on where to look for resonance-decay effects. We should also point out
that some previous theoretical studies of the effects of resonance decays on the pion spectra
have been carried out by G.E. Brown et al. 1? and J. Sollfrank et al. .18
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Fig. 9: pj. spectra of inclusive pion production and pion production from A + + and po decays in p-p collisions,
integrated over longitudinal momenta.

6. Resonance Decay Contributions to Pion Spectra
No measurements of p or A production in heavy-ion collisions have been made at the

AGS. Measurements of the hadronic decays of these resonances are extremely difficult due
to the large combinatoric background. The only experimental guidance we have available
in investigating the effects of resonance decays on pion spectra comes from p-p collisions.
Measured px distributions of pions resulting from po and A + + decays in p-p collisions19

are shown in Fig. 9 along with the inclusive pion spectrum. The pions from A + + decay
predominantly populate the low-p^. region and have a much steeper p^ slope than the p0

decay pions. The inclusive pion spectrum appears to have two "components" with the slopes
of the two components similar to the slopes of the p0 and A + + decay pion spectra. This
result suggests that the low-pj. behavior of the inclusive pion spectrum is dominated by A,
or more generally, baryon resonance decays. The p-p data also suggest that p decays, or
more generally, two-body decays of meson resonances are responsible for the behavior of the
pion spectra at mid-p^. The generalizations from A + + and po are motivated by the fact
that the decay kinematics for resonances of similar mass and similar q-value should produce
pions with p^ distributions like those shown for the A + + and po. Three-body decays of
meson resonances will populate the low-p^ region so the picture of the two components
being produced by meson and baryon resonances is not perfect and is likely only a crude
approximation to reality. Nonetheless, it is a useful picture for trying to understand the
behavior of the pion spectra.

Though no heavy-ion data on the decays of A and p resonances are available, we can
compare the pion spectra from the most peripheral Si+Al collisions to the p-p data to see if
we see the same behavior as that seen in the inclusive p-p pion spectra. The pion spectrum
from the most peripheral Si+Al bin (see in Section 4) is shown in Fig. 10 as a function of p±.
The spectrum is very similar in shape to the p-p spectrum with an additional "component"
at high-px- The lines shown in the figure represent the three contributions to the pion
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spectrum from peripheral Si+Al collisions.

spectrum. A crude estimate of the slopes of the components can be obtained from fitting
exponential functions (Ae~p*JK ) in the three different regions indicated. Such numbers were
presented from a preliminary analysis in Ref. 4. However, to properly determine the slopes
and magnitudes of the components, the intermixing of the exponential distributions must be
accounted for. Results from such an analysis are shown in Table 2. The p\ slopes (K) of the
low and mid-pj. components agree rather well with the slopes obtained from the A + + and
po decay pions in the p-p data, suggesting that the resonance-decays are mainly responsible
for determining the shape of the pion spectrum. Fig. 10 shows the result of an e~m±^T fit
to the same pion spectrum. As the figure demonstrates, this fit also provides a reasonable
description of the data.

Figure 11 shows a comparison of the peripheral Si+Al pion p^ spectrum to central Si+Al
and Si+Au pion spectra obtained from the same rapidity interval. The central spectra are
similar in form to the peripheral Si+Al spectra though the central curves are smoother.
If the resonance-decay picture is valid, the changes in the slope of the pion m i spectra
discussed in Section 4 must result from changes in the slopes and/or relative magnitudes
of the three components. The slopes obtained from Ae'^^ fits to the p̂ _ spectra and
the fraction of the p^-integrated cross-section contained within each component are listed in
Table 2. As the data in the table show, the slopes of the "baryon"-resonance and "meson"-
resonance components do not change within errors, while the slope for the high-p^ component
changes significantly. Compared to the central Si+Al data, the central Si+Au data have less
strength in the baryon resonance component and more in the high-pj_ component which
would naturally lead to the larger inverse mj. slope discussed in Section 4. The peripheral
Si+Al data do not fit this pattern, though the errors in the parameters are much larger. In
fact, the peripheral Si+Al parameters are more in line with the central Si+Au parameters,
except for the slope of the high-p^ component.

It is difficult to proceed further in the experimental investigation of resonance-decay
effects on the pion spectra without direct measurements of resonance production. These
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Fig. 11: Pion p^ spectra from central Si+Al and Si+Au collisions. The solid lines suggest the contributions
from the three "components".

measurements are difficult in the high-combinatoric background of heavy-ion collisions and
thus no data is currently available. However, we have begun an investigation using the
ARC model20 to simulate the kinematics of the formation and decay of resonances. In the
resonance version of ARC, pions are produced from primary N-N collisions either through A
or p resonances. Inelastic secondary rescattering processes produce pions also through A and
p resonances but also include production of "direct" pions. These pions occur in multi-body
decays for which all pions cannot be put into A or p resonances (e.g. irx —* (TTTTJP+TT). Since
the production of pions proceeds mostly through the A and p resonances, ARC simulates
the ideal case of the baryon-resonance and meson-resonance picture described above. To
calibrate the ARC performance we ran a simulation of Si+Al collisions and selected events
in the impact parameter range 6-8 fm to compare to our peripheral Si-|-Al data. Figure 12
shows p^ spectra for A decay, p decay, and "direct" pions along with the full pion spectrum,
where the spectra have been summed over the rapidity range 1.6-1.8. The A and p decay pion

Data Source
p-p inclusive
Si+Al Peripheral
Si+Al central
Si+Au central
ARC Si+Al periph

low
269
233
231
242
270

p'i
±
±
±
±
±

K

35
19
8
6
5

low

39
48
43

±
±
±

F

5
2
1

midp\ K
447 ± 31
450 ± 20
473 ± 15
443 ± 20
513 ± 12

mid p\ F

54 ±5
47 ±3
48 ±4

high p\ K

684 ± 38
790 ± 29
739 ± 22

high p\ F

8±
6±
10 ±

3
1
1

Table 2: Slope parameters (in MeV) from Ae~p±lK fits and fractional contributions (in %) of three com-
ponents to the total mid-rapidity pion spectra, p-p and ARC slopes obtained directly from measured and
simulated A and p decay contributions.
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Fig. 12: ARC simulation of the contributions to nrd-rapidity (1.6 < y < 2.0) pion spectra from A and p
decays and "direct" production in peripheral (6 < b < 8 fm) Si+Al collisions.

spectra have the same shape as the decay spectra measured in p-p collisions (see above).
Results from Ae~p-*JK fits to the A-decay and p-decay spectra are shown in Table 2 for
comparison to the p-p and peripheral Si+Al numbers. The ARC calculations support the
conclusion drawn above that A resonances play an important role at low px or mx-

Since we have the distributions of the parent resonances available from ARC, we can study
the dependence of the A-decay pion px distribution on the diiFerence in rapidity between
the measured pions and the parent resonances. Figure 13 shows the rapidity distribution of
resonances from peripheral Si-f Al ARC events. The distribution is peaked near the projectile
and target rapidities with a fiat spectrum in between. We have separated the A rapidity
spectrum into two components, "mid-rapidity" and "fragmentation", as shown in the figure.
The px distribution for pions from the decay of the mid-rapidity and fragmentation A's
are shown in Fig. 13. The pions from the decays of mid-rapidity A's are shifted out in px,
whereas the pions from the fragmentation A's are peaked at low-px-

These results naturally follow from the kinematics of A decays. When the g*of the decay
is oriented along the beam axis, the pion is shifted in rapidity from the parent A (by 1.2
units if the A is at the resonance peak) while the px of the pion is given by

p ± ( 7 r ) = 0.22px(A),

where px(A) is the A transverse momentum. The spectrum for these pions will, thus, be
peaked at px = 0. When the q of the decay is transverse to the beam axis, the pion is
produced at the same rapidity as the A and the pion mx is given by

/ 2 4-
= V mx(A) -)- — cos0px(A) as 0.22mx(A) + 0.18 cos ̂ px(A),
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Fig. 13: ARC simulation of the dependence of A decay contributions to mid-rapidity pion spectra on the
rapidity of the parent A's.

where 6 is the angle between the direction of the parent A pj. and ̂ *in the A rest frame. In
this second case, in order for the pion to be produced at low-px, 0 must be near zero, and since
0 is distributed uniformly over 2TT, this has low probability. Thus, the low-pj. pions seen at
mid-rapidity are produced from decays of A resonances near beam and projectile rapidities.
This also means that the p^ slopes obtained from the data result from an average over the
rapidity distribution of the parent resonances. The above results may explain the similarity
between the p^ components in peripheral Si+AI and central Si+Au collisions. Like the
peripheral Si+AI collisions, central Si+Au collisions should have a A rapidity distribution
which is peaked near the target. However, for both of these systems, the peak of the A
distribution may be so far back (or forward) in rapidity that many of the pions from A
decays along the beam axis will not reach mid-rapidity. This would explain, the paradoxical
result that central Si+AI collisions seem to have the largest contribution in the baryon-decay
component. ARC studies of central Si+AI and Si+Au collisions are currently being carried
out to address these issues.

6. Conclusions
We have presented pj. and mj. spectra for particles produced at y^, in Si+A collisions

at the AGS. The inclusive and semi-inclusive spectra are generally consistent with e~m±lT

distributions. The inverse slopes obtained from exponential fits to the CC semi-inclusive nix
spectra increase from peripheral to central collisions for each target. If the inverse slopes for
for ir, K+, and protons are plotted as a function of a derived parameter, the mean number
of primary N-N collisions suffered by non-spectator projectile nucleons, vpaTt, the inverse
slopes increase with increasing Dpaxt at small vpatt values but then saturate. The saturation
temperature for K+, which are least affected by resonance decays and the multiple-scattering
of the incident nucleons is consistent with the Hagedorn limiting temperature. A more careful
examination of the proton m i spectra shows departure from e~m±^T behavior. The proton
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yields at low mi fall below the extrapolation of e~mx^T and Boltzmann fits to the high-mj.
data. Another statement to the same effect is that the inverse slopes obtained from the
low-mx points are higher than those obtained from the high-mx points.

The pion mi spectra also show departure from exponential behavior in the lowest few nix
bins. We have shown comparisons of Si+A data with some p-p measurements that include
explicit measurement of A and p decays and to some ARC calculations in an attempt to
identify resonance-decay contributions to the presented pion spectra. As has been noted
previously, A decays may (partially) explain the observed "enhancement" at low px, though
the major contributions to mid-rapidity pion spectra at low-px comes from parent A's far
from mid-rapidity. Meson resonance decays also seem to play a major role in deteimining
the shape of the pion spectra, and the approximate e~mi^T behavior seems to result from *he
combined effect of the baryon resonance decays, the meson resonance decays, and a third
contribution at high-px. No clear trend in the behavior of the three components can be
identified as responsible for the change in the pion inverse slopes.
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